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Geopolitical Challenges, Complexities, and Future Uncertainties in the Occupied Palestinian Territories: Land and Population’s Perspectives

Hilmi S. Salem*

Abstract

Geopolitical challenges, complexities, and future uncertainties have greatly and adversely affected all aspects of life, as well as the well-being of the Palestinian citizens living in the Occupied Palestinian Territories (OPT), comprised of the West Bank, including East Jerusalem, and the Gaza Strip. The OPT were militarily occupied by the Israeli forces in June 1967 and, since then, the Israeli military rules have been applied to the OPT. The demographic issues in the OPT have gained a great importance at the political, geopolitical, social, economic, environmental, educational, health-wise, and housing, as well as at other aspects of life. This is due to the fact that demographic issues, along with the land, are the main determinants of the Palestinian choices towards sustainable development in a future, sovereign, independent, stable, and secure state of Palestine to be established in the OPT, with East Jerusalem as its capital. So, because of the limited areas of land which Palestinians have access to; because of the limited natural resources that are available to them; and because of the narrowing of the political horizons and choices available to the Palestinians, the real Palestinian wealth in the OPT is the human being. This article investigates and analyses several geopolitical challenges, complexities, and future uncertainties in the OPT, with a focus on key demographic issues, including human trends and socioeconomic trends, which include marital status, housing, education, and health. Additionally, the article examines the historical background of the present situation. It also provides important recommendations and supporting elements towards developing Palestinian national policies related to the well-being of the Palestinian citizens and institutions within the OPT.
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Introduction

The Palestinian people have been continuously struggling and deeply suffering for more than 72 years now, i.e. since their home-country – Historical Palestine – was militarily taken away from them by the Zionist Movement in May 1948. As a result, the state of Israel was
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established in Historical Palestine at the expense of the native population of the country – the Palestinian people. Also, more than 720,000 Palestinians hitherto (until May 1948) living in Historical Palestine were evicted and driven out of their homes to the West Bank and the Gaza Strip (within Historical Palestine); to the neighbouring Arab countries (mostly to Jordan, Syria, and Lebanon); and to other countries throughout the world. Additional Palestinians were displaced from their homes but stayed within the 1948 Israeli-controlled territories. The Israelis controlled 774 cities, towns, and villages, and they destroyed and ethnically cleansed 531 Palestinian towns and villages in 1948 (PCBS 2016a). The issue of the Palestinian refugees became known, since May 1948, as the Palestinian “Nakba” (Catastrophe), representing and symbolizing the endless suffering of the Palestinian refugees. Those refugees and their descendants are now more than six million, living in Historical Palestine and throughout the world. The Palestinian people, in total, are now approximately 13 million, living in Historical Palestine and constituting the Diaspora, of which around 6.5 million live within Historical Palestine and the other 6.5 million live abroad.

After the Six-Day War in June 1967, the Israeli forces occupied the remaining parts of Historical Palestine (i.e. the West Bank, including East Jerusalem, and the Gaza Strip), and thus, all of Historical Palestine fell under the Israeli control (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Left: Map of Historical Palestine, showing the loss of the Palestinian land to the Zionist state ‘Israel’ since 1946 until 2010 and ongoing (Wikipedia 2014); Middle: Map of Historical Palestine, showing the ‘State of Israel’ (established in 1948) and the territories occupied by Israel in 1967 (the Gaza Strip and the West Bank (including East Jerusalem)) (Salem et al. 2007); and Right: The West Bank’s land division into ‘Area A’, ‘Area B’, and ‘Area C’, according to the Oslo Agreement signed in 1993/1995 between the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) and the State of Israel (Wikipedia 2011).
Since then, the 1967-occupied territories have been known, according to United Nations’ (UN) resolutions, as the “Occupied Palestinian Territories” (OPT). On the 29th of November 2012, the UN’s General Assembly recognized the OPT as the “State of Palestine with East Jerusalem as its Capital”, being under the Israeli occupation. Constituting 22% of Historical Palestine (Figure 1—Right), the 1967-OPT have a total area of 6,031 km², including the Gaza Strip (with an area of 360 km²) and the West Bank, including East Jerusalem (with an area of 5,671 km²).

An extensive scholarly literature is now available on the “Question of Palestine”. That literature deals with several issues, including, for example, Historical Palestine; the History of Palestine; Zionism; the Palestinian refugees and their “Nakba” (Catastrophe); the state of Israel; the 1967 War and its resultant – the Occupation of the Palestinian Territories (the West Bank, East Jerusalem, and Gaza Strip); the United Nations Resolutions related to the Question of Palestine; the Jewish settlements in the West Bank; the Israeli Segregation Wall; the Israeli military rules applied to the OPT; the Oslo Agreement and its resultant – the division of the occupied West Bank into Area A, Area B, and Area C; population; socioeconomic development programs; natural resources, the Israeli blockade on the Gaza Strip since 2007; and many others.

For example, Zayid (1980) and Mayamey (2010) investigated Zionism as an ideology focused on the establishment of a Jewish national home in Palestine. The Zionist Movement started as an ideology with Theodor Herzl (1860–1904; the founder of Political Zionism) in the late 19th century and moved forward to its manifestation represented in the establishment of the state of Israel, which started with David Ben-Gurion (1886–1973; the first Prime Minister of the state of Israel in 1948). Ilan Pappé (Jewish-Israeli historian) refers in his studies, regarding the Palestine Question, to what is known as the “Plan Delat” (sometimes written as “Plan Dalet”), which was the military strategy adopted by the Jewish forces that outlined the destruction of Arab villages in areas awarded to the state of Israel and beyond. Pappé considers “Plan Delat” as the “design” for the Palestinian exodus, as he states, “A master plan for the expulsion of as many Palestinians as possible” (Pappé 1992). Masalha (1992) pointed out that, “The concept of transfer [adopted by Israeli leaders] lies at the very heart of mainstream Zionism.” Zayid (2002a) and Pappé (2006a; 2006b) affirmed that what happened to the Palestinians in 1948 in Historical Palestine was “Ethnic Cleansing”, resulting in the evacuation of hundreds of thousands of Palestinians from their homes and lands, who, since then, became refugees, and Israel is not allowing them to go back to their homes and lands.

The United Nations’ (UN) General Assembly has adopted, immediately, after the Palestinian “Nakba” the Resolution 194, resolving that:

Refugees wishing to return to their homes and live at peace with their neighbours should be permitted to do so at the earliest practicable date, and that compensation should be paid for the property of those choosing not to return and for loss of or damage to property which, under principles of international law or equity, should be made good by the governments or authorities responsible (UNRWA 1950).

UNRWA affirms that:
Palestinian refugees, both first-generation refugees who are still alive and their descendants have a right to return, and a right to the property they themselves or their forebears left behind or were forced to leave in what is now Israel and the Palestinian territories (both formerly part of the British Mandate of Palestine), as part of the 1948 Palestinian exodus, a result of the 1948 Palestine war, and due to the 1967 Six-Day War (Wikipedia 2020a). In this study, several of the above-mentioned issues are investigated and analysed, and in the end of the study more than 20 recommendations are reached and provided.

Historical Background

During its brief imperium (1917–1948) in Historical Palestine, Britain kept the promise made on 2 November 1917 by its Foreign Secretary Arthur James Balfour (1848–1930), in the Declaration that bears his name, “To favour the establishment in Palestine of a national home for the Jewish people” (Zayid 2002a). According to the “Balfour Declaration”, the state of Israel was founded in 1948 on the ruins of the Palestinian communities and at the expense of the Palestinian people and their suffering.

Until 1948, 1.4 million Palestinians lived in around 1,300 Palestinian cities, towns, and villages throughout Historical Palestine, with a total area of 27,000 km². Before 1948 (1939–1947), violent military actions, including massacres against innocent Palestinian civilians, were carried out by the Zionist paramilitary groups (i.e. the Irgun, Lehi, Haganah, and Palmach) to control Palestine, and replace its indigenous Arab population with Jewish Zionists, who migrated to Historical Palestine from Europe and other parts of the world, with the support of the British Government, which controlled Historical Palestine at the time (Zayid 2002b; Zayid 2006; Salem 2009). In his Doctoral Dissertation carried out at the Oxford University, Hoffman (1985) examined the influence that Jewish terrorist activities had on Britain’s policy for Palestine, and he ascertained the role played by Jewish Zionist terrorists in that decision.

It is important to mention that Jewish Zionist terrorism was strongly practiced against, not only the native Palestinian population of the land, but also against the British authorities (soldiers and officials) and even against the United Nations’ officials. For example, the King David Hotel’s bombing was a terrorist attack carried out on 22 July 1946, by the militant right-wing Zionist underground organization – Irgun – on the British Administrative Headquarters for Palestine, which was housed in the southern wing of the King David Hotel in Jerusalem, Palestine. As a result, 91 people of various nationalities were killed, and 46 were injured (Clarke 1981). On 17 September 1948, Mr. Folke Bernadotte (1895–1948; the United Nations’ Security Council’s Mediator in the Arab-Israeli conflict of 1947–1948) was assassinated in Jerusalem, Palestine, by the militant Zionist group – Lehi – (commonly known as the Stern Gang or Stern Group) while pursuing his official duties (Neff 1995).

The British army occupied Historical Palestine since December 1917 until its withdrawal from it on 14 May 1948, which led to the establishment of the state of Israel in Historical Palestine on 15 May 1948. Without Great Britain, there would not have been an
Israel for the “Yishuv”, and would not be a “Nakba” (Catastrophe) for Palestine’s Arab majority in Historical Palestine (Glass 2001). Tom Segev (a Jewish-Israeli historian) pointed out that the British army, as it withdrew from Palestine in May 1948, was careful to hand over its main military bases to the Zionist forces even as it attempted to protect Jaffa’s Arabs from eviction (Glass 2001). The Jewish residents and Jewish new settlers in Historical Palestine were referred to collectively as the “Yishuv”. The term Yishuv came into use in the 1880s, when there were a few thousands of Jewish people living in Historical Palestine. The term continued to be used until 1948, by which time there were about 700,000 Jews in Palestine, who forcefully replaced more than 720,000 native Palestinian citizens, out of the 900,000 who lived until 1948 in Palestine which became “Israel”. Those Palestinians fled or were expelled from their homes, which resulted in what is known, since May 1948, as the Palestinian Nakba, as indicated above.

The forceful exodus of native Palestinians from their home-country is referred to by the Israelis as the “Collective Transfer”, while the Palestinians refer to it as “Ethnic Cleansing”. The causes of this exodus are controversial and debated by historians. However, Ilan Pappé (a Jewish-Israeli historian and presently professor at the College of Social Sciences and International Studies, University of Exeter in the United Kingdom) wrote, in his own words, “I want to make the case for the paradigm of ethnic cleansing and use it to replace the paradigm of war as the basis for the scholarly research of, and public debate about, 1948” (Pappé 2006a: 19, online copy).

The 1948 Palestinian exodus resulted from a planned ethnic cleansing of Palestine was implemented by the Zionist Movement’s leaders, mainly David Ben-Gurion (the first Israeli Prime Minister) and the other ten members of his “Consultancy Group” (Pappé 2006a; 2006b). Pappé (2006a; 2006b) argues that the ethnic cleansing was put into effect through systematic expulsions of about 500 Arab villages, as well as terrorist attacks executed mainly by members of the Irgun and Haganah troops against the civilian population. In his research, Pappé (2006a; 2006b) refers to the aforementioned “Plan Dalet” and to the files of the villages, which were ethnically cleansed by Zionist gangs, as a proof of the planned expulsions.

In this regard, it is worth mentioning that thousands of Jewish and non-Jewish scientists, intellectuals, Noble-Price laureates, etc., as well as international organizations have never agreed with the Zionist Project of the establishment of the state of Israel in Historical Palestine, and/or Israel’s inhumane treatment of the Palestinians, Israel’s Apartheid system, Ethnic Cleansing, injustices inflicted on the Palestinian people, etc. Among these are, just to mention a few, Albert Einstein, Sigmund Freud, Isaac Asimov, Sir Edwin Montagu, Hannah Arendt, Israel Shahak, Ilan Pappé, Richard Falk, Uri Avnery, Noam Chomsky, Norman Finkelstein, Henry Siegman, Elmer Berger, Judge Richard Goldstone, Jeff Halper, and many others. A more detailed list of the names of such distinguished personalities and organizations is provided by The HyperTexts (2010).
The Occupied Palestinian Territories and the Oslo Agreement

In 1993/1995, the Oslo Agreement (also known as the Oslo Accords) was signed between the state of Israel and the Palestinian leadership, represented by the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO). During the Israeli-Palestinian negotiations which took place in Oslo, Norway, a first-step agreement was reached by both sides, in which Israel agreed to withdraw its military forces from certain Palestinian areas, including parts of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip. Based on the Oslo Agreement, the West Bank was divided into three areas, along with the “Nature Reserves” region (Salem 2011; Salem 2019a; Wikipedia 2020b) (Figure 1–Right; Table 1), as explained below.

- **Area A**: This area, comprising about 18% of the West Bank’s territory, includes all Palestinian cities and the majority of the Palestinian population. In this area, which was initially amounted to 3% of the land of the West Bank and was extended in 2006 to cover 17.8% (=18%) of the West Bank’s territory, the Palestinian Authority has full control in terms of civil administration and security. The Palestinian population in this area was about 1,140,000 inhabitants in 2006, forming about 46.6% of the total population of the West Bank. Presently the population of “Area A” forms approximately 55% of the West Bank’s total population (Table 1).

- **Area B**: This area, comprising approximately 19% of the West Bank’s territory, encompasses small towns and villages in rural areas of the West Bank. It is under the Palestinian control in terms of civil administration, and under the Israeli control in terms of security. In the year 2000, this area covered about 18.3% of the West Bank’s territory. In 2006, the population in this area was about 905,000 inhabitants, forming about 37% of the total population in the West Bank. Presently, the population in this area is around 41% of the total population of the West Bank (Table 1).

- **Area C**: This area, covering approximately 60% of the West Bank’s territory, is the only area that is contiguous, engulfing the fragmented islands of Area A and Area B. This area, since the signing of the Oslo Agreement in 1993/1995, is still fully under the Israeli control, in terms of civil administration and security. In the year 2000, this area covered about 64.5% of the West Bank’s territory. In 2006, the population in this area was about 397,000 inhabitants, forming about 16.3% of the total population in the West Bank. Presently, the Palestinian population in this area is only about 4% of the West Bank’s total population (Table 1). According to the Oslo Agreement, “Area C” is defined as follows: “Area C means areas of the West Bank outside the Area A and Area B, which, except for the issues that will be negotiated in the permanent status negotiations, will be gradually transferred to Palestinian jurisdiction in accordance with this Agreement” (TWIP 2015). The issues that will be negotiated in relation to the OPT, according to Article XVII of the Oslo Agreement, are: Jerusalem, the Jewish settlements, specified military locations, the Palestinian refugees, water, the borders, and foreign relations. Parts of Area C are military zones closed to Palestinians. The Oslo Interim Agreement signed in 1995 states that East Jerusalem was not classified as Area A, Area B, or Area C and, thus, its status is to be resolved in the final status negotiations (The World Bank 2008).
• The Nature Reserves: These are set aside for the purpose of preserving some fauna and flora and dedicated to the protection and maintenance of biodiversity, as well as natural and cultural resources. These reserves presently form about 3% of the West Bank’s territory, and the predominantly Bedouin’s population on these reserves is about 0.1% of the total population of the West Bank (Table 1).

Table 1: Dividing the occupied West Bank into three areas (Area A, Area B, and Area C) and Nature Reserves, according to the Oslo Agreement signed in 1993/1995 (Salem 2011).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Security</th>
<th>Civil Administration</th>
<th>% of the West Bank’s Territory</th>
<th>% of the West Bank’s Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“A”</td>
<td>Palestinian</td>
<td>Palestinian</td>
<td>≈18</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“B”</td>
<td>Israeli</td>
<td>Palestinian</td>
<td>≈ 19</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“C”</td>
<td>Israeli</td>
<td>Israeli</td>
<td>≈ 60</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature Reserves</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>≈ 0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The division of the occupied West Bank’s territory into Area A, Area B, and Area C indicates that Area A has the lowest percentage of area and the highest percentage of population (Table 1), resulting in the highest population density among the three areas (A, B, and C). Meanwhile, Area C has the highest percentage of area and the lowest percentage of population (Table 1), resulting in the lowest population density among the three areas. The Palestinian citizens who own lands in Area C are prohibited from reaching and developing them. The geopolitical division of the occupied West Bank into the three areas (A, B, and C) has very badly influenced the demographic distribution and all the Palestinian development plans and strategies, as well as the daily life of the Palestinians and their activities related to economy, healthcare, education, agriculture, water, energy, construction, infrastructure, environment, natural resources, industry, trade, etc.

It is no exaggeration if one says that the Oslo Agreement’s division of the West Bank into the three areas (A, B, and C) with different jurisdiction has totally paralyzed the life of the Palestinian citizens living in the occupied West Bank, including East Jerusalem. Also, according to the Oslo Agreement, the occupied East Jerusalem and the besieged (occupied) Gaza Strip have become totally isolated from the occupied West Bank, and the West Bank and the Gaza Strip have also become totally isolated from the territory behind the Green Line (Israeli proper). Therefore, Palestinian citizens need Israeli permits to move from one territory to another, which are not easy to obtain. It is worth mentioning that despite the fact that 27 years have passed since the signing of the Oslo Agreement in 1993, the entire West Bank, with its three areas (A, B, and C), is still entirely under the total control of the Israeli military, security-wise and administration-wise. Overall, the West Bank’s division into the above three areas has made life much worse for the Palestinian people living in the OPT than it was 27 years ago (i.e. before the signing of the Oslo Agreement in 1993).
The incessant building of Israeli colonies in the occupied West Bank constitutes the biggest obstacle for peace between the Palestinians and the Israelis. Regarding the Israeli colonies in the Gaza Strip, the Knesset (Israeli Parliament) approved in February 2005 a
unilateral disengagement plan and began removing the Israeli settlers from the Gaza Strip in 2005. All of the 21 Israeli colonies in the Gaza Strip were dismantled, and approximately 9,000 Jewish settlers, most of whom were living in the Gush Katif colony, were evicted. Some Jewish settlers still think to return back to the previous settlements in the Gaza Strip which were dismantled in 2005 (Shalom and Ben Kimon 2016).

**Figure 3:** Three pictures of the Israeli Segregation (Apartheid) Wall (ISW), surrounding the occupied West Bank. **Left:** The ISW dividing a Palestinian community (Provéndol 2012); **Middle:** Young Palestinians climbing the ISW to attend prayers at Al-Aqsa Mosque, Occupied Jerusalem, 26 July 2013 (Zonszein 2014); **Right:** The Pope Francis standing in front of the ISW during his visit to the City of Bethlehem, OPT in May 2014 (Vick 2014).
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**The Palestinian and Israeli Population**

The Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics (PCBS) conducted its first census in the OPT (West Bank and Gaza Strip) in 1997 (PCBS 1999). This census showed that total Palestinian population of the OPT was about 2.9 million inhabitants, of which about 1.9 million in the West Bank (including East Jerusalem) and about one million in the Gaza Strip. By the end of 2016, the number of Palestinians in the world was 12.73 million, of whom 4.9 million live in the OPT (including 2.9 million in the West Bank (including East Jerusalem), and 2 million in the Gaza Strip); 1.53 million in Israel (meaning, 6.43 million in Historical Palestine); 5.6 million in Arab countries; and around 0.7 million in foreign countries (meaning, 6.3 million in Diaspora). The Palestinian refugees comprise 42% of the Palestinian population in the OPT, whereby more than two-thirds of them live in the Gaza Strip and the rest in the West Bank (PCBS 2016b). By the beginning of 2017, the total population of Palestinians, worldwide, reached 12.706 million, distributed as follows: 23.4% in the West Bank, 15% in
the Gaza Strip, 12.1% in Israel (within the 1948-Green Line), 44% in Arab countries, and 5.5% in other countries throughout the world (AZC 2017). These figures indicate that currently around 50% of the total Palestinians, worldwide, are in Historical Palestine and around 50% of them are in Diaspora.

A recent population’s data, according to the Worldometers (2020), indicates the following: 1) The current population of the 1967-OPT is 5,132,172 as of September 30, 2020, based on the latest United Nations’ estimates; 2) The OPT’s population is equivalent to 0.07% of the world’s total population; 3) The OPT ranks number 121 in the list of countries (and dependencies) by population; 4) The population density in the OPT is 847 per km² (2,195 people per mi²); 5) 80% (equivalent to 4,083,476 people in 2020) of the OPT’s total population is urban; 6) The population’s median age in the OPT is 20.8 years; and 7) The OPT’s total land area is 6,020 km² (2,324 mi²).

According to the Israel Central Bureau of Statistics (ICBS), as of April 2018, Israel (within the 1948-Green Line), has a population of approximately 8.842 million, including 6.589 million Jews (74.5%); about 1.849 million Arabs (20.9%); and about 0.404 million defined as “others” (JVL 2018). Judging by the current trends in population, experts predict that the population of Israel will reach 10 million by 2025 or sooner (JVL 2018). By the end of 2017, the number of Palestinians and Israelis in Historical Palestine was almost equal, and by the end of 2020, the number of Palestinians in Historical Palestine will be 7.12 million, compared to 6.96 million Jews (Figure 4). This means that in the near future the number of Arab Palestinians will exceed the number of Jews in Historical Palestine by approximately 160,000.

**Figure 4:** Number of Palestinians and Jews living in Historical Palestine 2010–2020 (PCBS 2016b).
constitute a violation of the “Fourth Geneva Convention” (IIAO 2017). With an estimated net average annual rate of 3.44% between 2003 and 2007, the growth rate of the Jewish settlers’ population in the occupied West Bank is nearly double (1.79%) that of the overall Israeli population during the same period (The World Bank 2008). Over the last 30 years, the number of the Jewish settlers in the occupied West Bank grew by 330,000 (Berger 2017).

The illegal confiscation of Palestinian lands and the illegal construction of the Jewish settlements and the Israeli Segregation Wall on the confiscated lands were done with the aid from the Israeli Ministry of Housing and the Jewish Settlement Division, which belongs directly to the “World Zionist Organization” (The World Bank 2008). To ensure that settlers can travel with relative ease and safety between the West Bank and Israel and between the Jewish settlements themselves, a system of segregated roads reserved for Israeli use has been developed (ibid.). Researchers, including Israelis, have begun to talk about “Apartheid Israel” many years ago (Shimoni 1980). A new United Nations’ report accuses Israel of having established “An Apartheid regime that oppresses and dominates the Palestinian people as a whole” (ESCWA 2017; White 2017).

Population Distribution in the Occupied Palestinian Territories

According to the 2006 population’s data (PCBS 2006a; PCBS 2006b), the natural growth rate in the OPT was 3.3% (with 3.0% in the West Bank and 3.8% in the Gaza Strip). Approximately 53.5% of the total Palestinian population lives in urban areas (distributed as 46.7% in the West Bank and 63.7% in the Gaza Strip), and the remaining part (46.5%) of the population lives in rural areas and refugee camps (PCBS 2006a; PCBS 2006b). Currently, 80% of the OPT’s population are living in rural areas (Worldometers 2020), as already mentioned and also as indicated below. This means that the Palestinian population in urban areas has increased by 26.5% over 14 years only; i.e. from 53.5% (as it was in 2006) to 80% (as it is now in 2020). The sex (male/female) ratio was and is still 103/100. The age structure of the Palestinian population in the OPT indicates that the Palestinian community is the youngest in the region. As high as 45.7% of the total population is less than 15 years old, while only 3% of the total population is above 65 years old (PCBS 2007; WPR 2020). This can be attributed to the high fertility rate and the decline in child mortality. The average birth rate in the OPT is over 4 children to every woman (WPR 2020). The Palestinian population in the OPT is growing at about 2.65% per year (WPR 2020), which is 33% higher than Israel’s growth rate. According to the UN News (2016), the fertility rates in the OPT (West Bank and Gaza Strip) are twice the rate of those in the more advanced areas in the region—a trend that is expected to bring its population from 4.7 million (in 2016) to 6.9 million by 2030 and to 9.5 million by 2050. The highest rate of growth is expected to occur in the Gaza Strip, where the 2016-population of 1.85 million will reach 3.1 million by 2030 and 4.7 million by 2050.

The continuing growth in population and the small area of land available to the Palestinians in the OPT, as a result of the Israeli restrictions and other activities (such as the confiscation of Palestinian lands and the illegal building of the “for-Jews-only” settlements and bypass roads, as well as the Israeli Segregation Wall (with a total length of more than 700
km), have increased the population’s density throughout the Palestinian localities. In 2005, the average population’s density in the West Bank reached 432 capita/km² of the total area, while in the Gaza Strip it reached 3,981 capita/km² of the total area. Within the urban areas, the population’s density reached 6,842 capita/km² of the total built-up area in the West Bank, and 7,485 capita/km² of the total built-up area in the Gaza Strip (Salem et al. 2007). According to the Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics (PCBS 2010), the number of Palestinians in the OPT was 3,935,249 in 2009, resulting in a calculated population’s density of 654 capita per km², of which 433 capita/km² in the West Bank including East Jerusalem, and 4,073 capita/km² in the Gaza Strip. By mid-2017, the population’s density in the OPT was generally highest at 823 capita/km², particularly in the Gaza Strip where it was 5,324 capita/km², compared to a lower population’s density in the West Bank of 532 capita/km² (PCBS 2017a).

Population of the Refugee Camps in the Occupied Palestinian Territories

According to the UNRWA records of the “Palestinian Refugees in the Near East”, there are currently 27 camps in the OPT, including 19 camps in the West Bank (with approximately 810,000 registered refugees as of December 2016), and 8 camps in the Gaza Strip (with approximately 1.3 million registered refugees out of 1.9 million total population (UNRWA 2016a; 2016b). About 16% of the total Palestinian refugees live in the West Bank, making up 27.2% of the total population of the West Bank. On the other hand, 22.6% of the total Palestinian refugees live in the Gaza Strip, making up 68.4% of the total population of the Gaza Strip. About 15% of the total Palestinian refugees in the OPT (West Bank and Gaza Strip) still live in camps. The rest of the Palestinian refugees (85%) left the camps due to overcrowding and lack of proper housing and services (PCBS 2005a; PCBS 2005b; Awad et al. 2007; Wikipedia 2020c). The population’s density in the Palestinian refugee camps is generally high, exceeding 50,000 persons per km² in some camps, whereas the population’s densities in the West Bank’s camps are lower than those in the Gaza Strip’s camps. The population’s densities in the refugee camps in the Gaza Strip are considered some of the highest population’s densities in the world, reaching, on average, 54,015 capita/km² (PCBS 2005a; 2005b). The Palestinian refugee camps are considered by some observers as “urban ghettos” with extremely high population’s densities (Hanafi 2010). The number of registered refugees in the OPT grew to an estimated 1,551,145 in 2007, growing from 1,136,259 in 1997, representing an increase of 414,886 persons or by 36.5%. The 3.6% average annual growth of the registered refugee population exceeds the 2.6% for the non-refugee population in the OPT (UNRWA 2010).

For many years now, Israel, with the support of the USA, has been trying to liquidate the services provided by the UNRWA to more than 5 million Palestinian refugees, with the aim of ending the UNRWA as it has kept the identity of the Palestinian refugees since 1948 (AZC 2018). More pressure from the USA exerted in that direction since Donald Trump became president. President Trump is planning to cut all the US’ funding to the United Nations’ program (UNRWA) that administers aid to millions of Palestinian refugees,
 alarming the international community and potentially putting the program itself at risk (Underwood 2018).

**Population Projections in the Occupied Palestinian Territories**

According to the PCBS projections, the Palestinian population in the OPT (West Bank and Gaza Strip) increased by 35% (32.7% in the West Bank, and 39.6% in the Gaza Strip) from 1997 to 2005. The projection also indicates that the Palestinian population in the OPT will reach 5,879,103 by the year 2020 (3,583,187 in the West Bank and 2,295,916 in the Gaza Strip). This is an increase of 111% over the period of 1997–2020 (100% in the West Bank and 131% in the Gaza Strip). Figure 5 shows the trends of the population increase in the entire OPT, and separately in the West Bank and Gaza Strip over the period of 1997–2020.

**Figure 5:** Palestinian population’s projection (multiplied by 1,000) for the OPT, including the West Bank (including East Jerusalem), and Gaza Strip for the Period of 1997–2020.

By 2050, the population in the OPT will double to 9.5 million, according to the UN. By 2030, the Palestinian territories would need to add one million new jobs just to keep unemployment at its present rate. According to ILO (2018), there will be a need to create 72,000 new jobs per year by 2030–2035, not including those jobs lacking in the form of unemployment and underemployment – a tall order for the current economy. As for 2016, unemployment was 43% in the Gaza Strip and 18% in the West Bank (Akram 2016; Courbage et al. 2016; UN News 2016).

The key challenge facing this demographic increase (the OPT’s population will be almost double in about 30 years) is the ongoing Israeli occupation of the West Bank (including East Jerusalem) and the Gaza Strip, represented by the severe restrictions on the movement of people and goods, which results in highly fragmented and distorted local economies with limited capacities for growth. Such complexity and uncertainty have also affected Palestinians’ ability to establish long-term policies, plans, and strategies related to development. Until there is a permanent peace agreement, political instability and the
occupation will remain the primary obstacles to making development gains in the OPT (Courbage et al. 2016).

Development Trends in the Occupied Palestinian Territories

In this section, two major development trends are investigated, with respect to population and geopolitical conditions in the OPT, which are: 1) Human Trends, and 2) Socioeconomic Trends.

1. Human Trends

According to the PCBS’ data, the annual growth rate (AGR) of the Palestinian population in the OPT reached 3.3% in 2005, which is high in comparison to other nations. During the same year (2005), the crude birth rate (CBR) and the crude death rate (CDR1) were both high, as the CBR reached 37.3 births per 1,000 people, and the CDR1 reached 4.0 deaths per 1,000 people. For the same year, the infant mortality rate (IMR) reached 20.8 per 1,000 live births (PCBS 2005c). These figures indicate that the fertility rate in the OPT is high, which is due to the fact that Palestinian families, in general, favour having many children, and also because females tend to marry at an earlier age. The total fertility rate (TFR) in the OPT in 2003 was 4.6 births. In 2004, the average life expectancy (ALE) for Palestinians in the OPT reached 71.4 years for males and 72.9 years for females (PCBS 2005c).

According to the results from the Multiple Indicator Cluster Survey 2014, the total fertility rate in Palestine declined to 4.1 births between 2011 and 2013, compared to 6.0 births in 1997. At the regional level, the fertility rate in the Gaza Strip was higher than that in the West Bank during 1997–2013, where it reached 3.7 births during 2011–2013 in the West Bank, compared to 5.6 births in 1997, while it reached 4.5 births in the Gaza Strip during 2011–2013, compared to 6.9 births in 1997 (PCBS 2017a). The projected crude birth and death rates during 2016–2020 reveal that the crude birth rate in the OPT is expected to drop from 30.9 births per 1,000 individuals in 2016 to 29.0 births in 2020. On the other hand, the crude death rate in the OPT is expected to decline from 3.5 deaths per 1,000 individuals in 2016 to 3.4 deaths per 1000 individuals in 2020.

Table 2 shows that the Palestinian population’s rates (including the annual growth rate (AGR), the crude birth rate (CBR), and the total fertility rate (TFR) in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, as well as in Israel) are the highest rates compared to the population’s rates of other countries, while the crude death rate (CDR1) is generally lower than that in other countries. Comparing the infant mortality rate (IMR) between the Palestinian population in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, on the one hand, and the populations of Arab and non-Arab countries, on the other hand, Table 2 shows that it is lower than that in other Arab countries but higher than that in non-Arab countries, but, in general, it is higher in the Arab countries than that in the non-Arab countries. This is a result of better healthcare and environmental conditions, as well as greater access to services (such as waste management, clean water, fresh air, good food, etc.) in the non-Arab countries than those in the OPT and Arab countries. The average life expectancy (ALE) for the Palestinian population in the OPT
(West Bank and Gaza Strip) lies relatively in the same range as neighbouring Arab countries (Jordan, Syria, Lebanon and Egypt), and is lower than that of non-Arab countries (Israel, Canada, and USA) (Table 2). The difference between the ALE in the OPT’s population and the populations in the non-Arab countries is 7.1 years, on average.

Table 2: Comparative human trends in the OPT (West Bank and Gaza Strip) and some other Arab and non-Arab countries (References are given below).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country/Region</th>
<th>Annual Growth Rate (AGR)</th>
<th>Crude Birth Rate (CBR)</th>
<th>Crude Death Rate (CDR)</th>
<th>Infant Mortality Rate (IMR)</th>
<th>Total Fertility Rate (TFR)</th>
<th>Average Life Expectancy (ALE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West Bank¹</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>72.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaza Strip¹</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>71.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palestinians in Israel¹</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>76.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel²</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>79.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan³</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>71.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syria⁴</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>70.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon⁵</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>73.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt⁶</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>70.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada⁷</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>80.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA⁷</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>77.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

--- Data not available.

1) PCBS (2004).
2) ICBS (2005).
4) CBS (2003). (These statistics for Syria are before the war that took place in the country in March 2011 and is still going on).
5) UNDP (2004).
7) U.S. Census Bureau (2005).

2. Socioeconomic Trends

This group of trends includes: 1) Marital Status, 2) Housing, 3) Education, and 4) Health.

2.1. Marital Status

The social trends in the OPT have changed during the last three decades or so. For example, the median age at the first marriage in the OPT (West Bank and Gaza Strip), throughout the period 1988–1992, was 18.5–19.1 years. Approximately a decade later (in 2001), the median age at first marriage increased to 24.2 years for men and 19.0 years for women (PCBS 2005d). The increase in the median age at the first marriage indicates an increase in reproductive awareness amongst both women and men, and an increase in their desire to complete their higher education before marriage, as well as the fact that marriage has become
very expensive, meaning that many people below the age of 30 years cannot afford the costs associated with marriage.

As a result of the increase in population in the OPT, the crude marriage rate (CMR) and the crude divorce rate (CDR2) have increased to reach 7.6 marriages per 1,000 individuals and 1.1 divorces per 1,000 individuals, respectively (PCBS 2005a). However, the divorce rate in the OPT has increased rapidly in recent years. The Palestinian Supreme “Shari’a” Council announced that almost half of the marriages in the West Bank have dissolved before the wedding night and before those marriages are consummated, due to a variety of reasons. These include the newly introduced “Khole” (or Kholo’) law, which enables women to break off a union before the marriage is completed, losing all dues and rights (Nazaal 2012). More than 24,000 marriage contracts were registered in West Bank-based Shari’a Courts during 2013. During the same period, more than 5,000 divorce cases were registered, producing a West Bank’s divorce rate that exceeded 20% (Nazaal 2014). In the Gaza Strip, according to the “Palestinian High Judiciary Council” in Gaza, the marriage rate decreased by 8% in 2016, while the divorce rate increased by 2% for 2015. The CMR (crude marriage rate) in the OPT by governorate for the period 1997–2016 was between 2.8 per 1,000 individuals (in the Bethlehem Governorate in the West Bank) and 12.4 per 1,000 individuals in the Gaza Strip (PCBS 2016c). Meanwhile, the CDR2 (crude divorce rate) in the OPT by governorate for the period 1997–2016 was between 0.6 per 1,000 individuals for the Governorate of Qalqilya and 2.7 per 1,000 individuals for the Governorates of Ramallah/Albireh and Tulkarm (PCBS 2016d). These figures indicate that the divorce rate has generally increased in the OPT between 2009 and 2016.

In addition to the higher costs of marriage, higher rates of poverty and unemployment, and the wide-spread use of social media, there are other factors behind the decreased marriage rates and the increased divorce rates in the OPT. Poverty and unemployment have been blamed for these and other social changes in the OPT (MEM 2017). In the OPT, almost one in three people (33.3%) were living below the poverty line in 2017 (PCBS 2017b). With 53% of individuals in the Gaza Strip found to be poor in 2017, the poverty rate for the Gaza Strip was almost four times higher than that for the West Bank, which was 13.9%. This reflects the catastrophic effects of the ongoing blockade on the Gaza Strip since 2007 (PCBS 2017b; Jaber and Zuhour 2018). Regarding the social media effects, many religious figures in the West Bank agree that social media platforms have been a key reason for the increasing number of divorce cases in the OPT (Nazaal 2014).

Among the other reasons for the high divorce rates in the OPT is, for instance, the growing popularity of so-called “women’s associations and foundations” (NGOs), which are, presumably, concerned with legal and social issues of women in Palestinian society. However, rather than helping women to continue their family life with their husbands and children, peacefully, successfully, and in a satisfying manner; and instead of helping women work to solve their problems within the marriage, women’s associations and foundations have helped increasing the number of divorce cases in Palestinian society, under the pretext of protecting women’s rights, according to officials at Shari’a Courts. Those organizations (NGOs) incite Palestinian women to rebel against their husbands, which ultimately lead to divorce and a collapse of the core family, instead of reconciliation between couples. The main reason behind those women’s associations and foundations that encourage divorce
among couples in the OPT is the huge funds that they receive from international organizations. However, many of the NGOs, including those concerned with women’s issues, do not publish financial information, reflecting a lack of transparency (NGO Monitor 2020). Rather being concerned with the well-being of women, children, and families in Palestinian society, as they claim, those NGOs are concerned with how much money they can collect from international organizations (see, for instance, Ash-Shami 2013).

However, the situation in the OPT is not much different than that in some Western countries, where feminist movements have become stronger and one of their interests is divorce among couples. Data from the US’ Office for National Statistics shows that there were 118,140 divorces in 2012, 65% of which were granted to women (Daubney 2015). A new survey has shown that women in the US are now initiating 69% of divorces – and they are increasingly doing it because they claim that their husbands do not pull their weight with housework and childcare. The survey indicates that these women are heading to the divorce courts because they have been “inspired by second wave feminist thinking that claims ‘marriage is inherently hostile to women’” (Daubney 2015).

2.2. Housing

Housing and urban planning trends have been affected by the geopolitical conditions as a direct result of the Israeli occupation of the Palestinian Territories (the West Bank, including Jerusalem, and the Gaza Strip). With the Israeli restrictions on the OPT, the area available for Palestinians to build on is decreasing daily. With the expansion of the Jewish settlements in the OPT, especially in Area C, and with the increase in the Palestinian population, this challenge has led to lack of housing units and, as a result, to overcrowding in the already-existing housing units. If the current situation continues its negative trends and the population continues to increase, then Palestinian society will witness in the near future a severe deficit in the housing units and a considerable deterioration in the living conditions of the Palestinian households. In addition, the real estate prices are increasing, because of the seizure of Palestinian lands by the Israeli occupation authorities, and due to the fact that many Palestinian citizens living in East Jerusalem and its neighbourhoods are leaving their houses and, in turn, they buy or rent houses in the West Bank. This Palestinian exodus from Jerusalem is due to the high taxes and licensing costs imposed on the Palestinians in East Jerusalem and its neighbourhoods by the Israeli occupation authorities. Also, the President Trump’s decision of moving the US Embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem has already put extra pressures on the Palestinians, in general, and on the Palestinian Jerusalemites who live in Jerusalem, in particular. President Trump’s decision, according to the European Union (EU), is “unwise”, as it represents a strong violation of international law and will exacerbate tensions in the region and, therefore, it was strongly condemned by the EU and the rest of the world (TTOI 2018).

The PCBS estimated that the Palestinian population needed about 130,000 housing units for the period 2006–2010 (PCBS 2005b). During that period, more than three-quarters of the housing units in the OPT were owned by a family member. In 2016, the percentage of Palestinian households with a family member owning a housing unit was about 77%, of which 79% were in the West Bank and 72% were in the Gaza Strip. Meanwhile, the
percentage of the households that were living in rented houses in the OPT was 9%, of which 10% were in the West Bank and 7% were in the Gaza Strip (PCBS 2017a).

Three scenarios were put forward by the PCBS to project population, households, and housing units in the OPT for the period 2006–2020 (PCBS 2005c). These scenarios are: 1) The Low Growth Scenario (LGS), assuming that the economic situation will deteriorate as a result of slow economic growth; 2) The Medium Growth Scenario (MGS), assuming that the economic situation will remain the same; and 3) The High Growth Scenario (HGS), assuming that the economic situation will improve. Table 3 shows the results projected for the three scenarios in the OPT (West Bank and Gaza Strip) for the period 2006–2020. Three years after the three-scenario projections were suggested, the first scenario (LGS) seemed to be the dominant one affecting Palestinian society, as the economic growth was really slow due to many factors. The most influential factors were/are political and geopolitical ones in nature, leading to steady deteriorations.

Table 3: Percentage increase in population, households, and housing units in the OPT (West Bank and Gaza Strip) during the period 2006–2020, according to three scenarios: 1) Low Growth Scenario (LGS); 2) Medium Growth Scenario (MGS); and 3) High Growth Scenario (HGS) (PCBS 2005c).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>West Bank</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Gaza Strip</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Population (%)</td>
<td>Households (%)</td>
<td>Housing Units (%)</td>
<td>Population (%)</td>
<td>Households (%)</td>
<td>Housing Units (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGS</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>50.9</td>
<td>50.9</td>
<td>50.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGS</td>
<td>51.1</td>
<td>51.1</td>
<td>51.1</td>
<td>65.2</td>
<td>65.2</td>
<td>65.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HGS</td>
<td>70.6</td>
<td>70.6</td>
<td>70.6</td>
<td>82.9</td>
<td>82.9</td>
<td>82.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is important to note that since the eruption of the Second “Intifada” (Second Public Uprising) in the year 2000, the Israeli occupation authorities have demolished thousands of Palestinian homes for supposed “security reasons” or because the home owners did not obtain licenses from the Israeli occupation authorities to build their homes, as claimed by the Israeli Government. The land-use, following the destruction of Palestinian homes and entire neighbourhoods, includes building new Jewish settlements, expanding the already-existing Jewish settlements, and continuing the construction of the Israeli Segregation Wall, as well as the bypass roads (for-Jews-only) to serve the settlements and their Jews-only-settlers, strengthening the impacts of the Apartheid system and its effectiveness in the occupied West Bank. This is represented lately, for example, in the Israeli military decision supported by the Israeli Supreme Court to demolish the Bedouin’s village of “Khan Al-Ahmar” that belongs to the Jerusalem Governorate and locates between two illegal Jewish settlements (Ma’ale Adumim and Kfar Adumim), about 8 km east of the City of Jerusalem in the occupied West Bank. The Israeli decision that will make about 200 people, including around 100 children, homeless has been strongly condemned by the international community, as it has been considered as a “war crime” (BBC 2018; Lazaroff 2018). According to the 1931 Census of Palestine, conducted by the British Mandate authorities, the village had a population of 27
living in 3 houses (Mills 1932; Wikipedia 2020d). This means that the Khan Al-Ahmar village was founded a long time before the state of Israel was established in 1948.

In the period 2000–2006, the total number of the Palestinian homes demolished by the Israeli occupation authorities, in the West Bank alone, was 1,934. In the Gaza Strip, the house demolitions by the Israeli occupation authorities were more extensive, where the number of the Palestinian homes demolished in the period 2003–2006 was 4,863. It is reported that since 1967, the Israeli occupation authorities have demolished 48,000 houses (Aaliyah 2017). The Israeli occupation authorities do not destroy only homes, but also buildings and structures that belong to Palestinian citizens and organizations, as well as to the Palestinian Government. Hundreds of these structures were funded by international donors for humanitarian assistance, including the European Union (EU). Within the first three months of 2016, over 150 EU-funded homes and structures were demolished by Israel in the West Bank (ibid.). These included even solar-energy facilities that cost hundreds of thousands of dollars, funded by European governments, such as the Dutch Government (Salem 2018; Salem 2019b). According to UN figures, Israel is demolishing more Palestinian homes now than ever, which is illegal under international law. The 53rd Article of the 1949 Fourth Geneva Convention (Wikipedia 2020e) states that, “An occupying power is prohibited from destroying any property belonging to individuals, organizations, or the state”. Home demolitions are one of the most devastating hardships that Palestinian citizens frequently face, especially in the occupied West Bank, including East Jerusalem. The most painful thing to Palestinians is that, in many cases, they have to demolish their own homes because they do not want the Israeli soldiers get in, or because they want to avoid incurring high demolishing fee to be paid to the Israeli occupation authorities (MA’AN 2017; Farrell and Sawafita 2018; Mcardle 2018).

2.3. Education

In 1994, and according to the Oslo Agreement signed in 1993, the Palestinian Ministry of Education and Higher Education (MoEHE) took control over the educational system in the OPT after 27 years of Israeli military control. Since then, the MoEHE has tried to modify the system to match the current needs of the Palestinian population, and to develop the Palestinian curricula to acceptable standards. As a result, the literacy rate in the OPT has increased from 84.3% to 92.9% for the period 1995–2005 (PCBS 2005e). This 8.6 percentage increase in the literacy rate in about a 10-year period is considerable, especially under the difficult geopolitical conditions affecting the Palestinian society in the OPT. In addition, this literacy rate is higher among females than males, as it noticeably increased, for the same period of time, by 15.5% among females and by 5.9% among males (ibid.). It is, however, believed that these increases represent a shift in attitude concerning females’ education, along with better financial resources before the economic downturn that followed the outbreak of the Second Intifada.

The 2016 data revealed that the percentage of individuals (aged 15 years and above), who completed university education (a Bachelor degree and above), was 14% while the percentage of individuals who did not complete any stage of education reached 9% (PCBS 2017c). In 2016, the female illiteracy rate was three and half times higher than that of males.
The illiteracy rate among individuals aged 15 years and over in the OPT was 3.1% in 2016 with the gap in illiteracy among males and females at 1.4% and 4.8%, respectively (ibid.). However, generally speaking and despite the encouraging education figures given above, education in the OPT has been getting worse. In her study conducted in 2015, Ramahi, according to a university faculty member, states: “Public schools are failing our youth. The quality of education has been worsening rapidly... Students are promoted to higher grades despite inabilities to read and write... It’s intolerable” (Ramahi 2015: 6). Ramahi (2015: 6-7) continues:

Several university faculty members reported that their students are not capable of performing basic analytical and communication skills necessary for a post-secondary education. Alarmingly, one [university lecturer] indicated that up to 90% of her students did not meet basic university level academic standards. The vast majority of my students can’t do a research paper. They’re so used to memorization that they can’t think for themselves. There is no self-confidence or ability to think critically. How can they advance in life or contribute to society? How did we let things get so bad?

The main supervising authority for schools in the OPT is the governmental sector that belongs to the Palestinian Authority, although some schools are supervised by the UNRWA (United Nations’ Relief and Work Agency), and some other schools are private. All the Palestinian localities have governmental schools, meanwhile the UNRWA schools are distributed in the refugee camps and in some small villages, and the private schools are primarily distributed in the cities. The statistics of the scholastic year 2005/2006 indicates that there were about 2,276 schools in the OPT, providing educational services to about 1,078,500 students. According to more recent reports, the number of schools in the OPT is 2,963 schools, including basic and secondary schools, distributed as 2,249 in the West Bank and 714 in the Gaza Strip (PCBS 2017d). For the school year 2016/2017, the number of students in the OPT was 1,376,589, distributed as 783,871 in the West Bank and 592,718 in the Gaza Strip (ibid.).

The number of students enrolled in the Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET) system, belonging to the MoEHE of the Palestinian Authority, for the year 2014 was 2,644, including 2,428 students in the industrial stream and 216 students in the agriculture stream (MoEHE 2014). In 2014, the total number of TVET schools in the OPT was 76 institutions, funded by various ministries of the Palestinian Authority (such as the MoEHE, Ministry of Labour, and Ministry of Agriculture); UNRWA; the private sector; and NGOs; as well as some international organizations, such as the GIZ (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit, GmbH – German Society for International Cooperation, Ltd.). The programs offered to trainees/students by these schools range in time’s length from less than two days to two years (MAS 2015).

Regarding the higher education in the OPT, until 2005/2006 there are 43 institutions, including 11 universities, 13 university collages, and 19 community colleges, hosting more than 135,000 students (MoEHE 2006). In 2015/2016, the number of higher education institutions in the OPT jumped to approximately 50, including universities, university colleges, and community colleges distributed in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, with up to
221,000 students (approximately 40% males and 60% females) (RecoNow 2016; PCBS 2017d; Wikipedia 2020f).

In the OPT, for the year of 2015/2016 the average students/teacher, students/computer, and students/classroom ratios in the private schools are lower than those in the public (governmental) schools, which are, in turn, lower than those in the UNRWA schools (Table 4) (PCBS 2017c; PCBS 2017d). Table 4 demonstrates that the classes are relatively crowded with not enough teachers and not enough computers, and they have insufficient classroom’s spaces to meet acceptable standards of education.

Table 4: The ratios of students/teacher, students/computer, and students/classroom for all stages in private schools, public schools, and UNRWA schools (PCBS 2017c; PCBS 2017d).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schools</th>
<th>≈ Students/Teacher Ratio</th>
<th>≈ Students/Computer Ratio</th>
<th>≈ Students/Classroom Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Private Schools</td>
<td>16/1</td>
<td>16/1</td>
<td>24/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Schools</td>
<td>21/1</td>
<td>22/1</td>
<td>34/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNRWA Schools</td>
<td>29/1</td>
<td>47/1</td>
<td>42/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total’s Average</td>
<td>22/1</td>
<td>28/1</td>
<td>33/1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4. Health

The Palestinian Authority took responsibility for the supervision, regulation, licensing and control of the entire health-service sector beginning in 1994 (i.e. since it took administration’s control over the OPT). The health services are provided mainly by the Palestinian Ministry of Health (MoH), and through the private sector, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), and the UNRWA. However, the OPT ranks 113th in the Human Development Report 2015, published by the United Nations, which puts the OPT in the medium development category (UNDP 2015). The Palestinian population in the OPT obtain their health services from primary healthcare’s clinics and centers (PHCs), and from hospitals. In the OPT, until 2005 there were 667 PHCs, with an average ratio of persons per center equalling to 5,752. In addition, there were 76 hospitals in the OPT (MoH 2006). The percentage of the Palestinian population that had health insurance in 2004 was 76.1%, distributed as 65.8% in the West Bank and 93.8% in the Gaza Strip (PCBS 2005f).

According to a report issued by the PCBS (2018), Palestine (the OPT) has 80 hospitals, with a total of 6,006 beds, whereby 26 of these are governmental hospitals, offering 2,979 beds or 54.3% of the total number of beds. Also, 54 hospitals are private, with 2,508 beds or 45.7% of the total number of beds. In addition, there are 750 PHCs, including 603 in the West Bank and 147 in the Gaza Strip. The governmental PHCs account for approximately 61.3% of the total number of the PHCs in the OPT (ibid). In 2012, the number of physicians registered with the “Palestinian Doctors Association” was 8,810. The average number of physicians per 1,000 people was 2.2 (2.3 in the West Bank and 2.2 in the Gaza Strip). In the same year, there were 11,633 registered nurses. The average number of nurses per 1,000 people was 2.7 (2.2 in the West Bank and 3.4 in the Gaza Strip). A statistics for 2015 showed that the average number of the health sector’s workers rose significantly, with the number of
general practitioners and specialists reaching 10,562. However, the ratio of hospitals and hospital beds to the population has largely stayed the same (Fanack 2016; Salem 2020).

In the Gaza Strip, in particular, the health conditions are really catastrophic, as they have been severely deteriorating for a long period of time, especially since the blockade (military siege) was enforced by the Israeli occupation authorities on the Gaza Strip in June 2007. According to Dr. Gerald Rockenschaub, the WHO Head of Office for the West Bank and Gaza (WHO 2018):

The deteriorating humanitarian situation is extremely worrying. Hospitals in Gaza are overwhelmed with the influx of injured patients. With further escalations expected during the coming weeks, the increasing numbers of injured patients requiring urgent medical care is likely to devastate Gaza’s already weakened health system, placing even more lives at risk.

Another alarming health issue in the OPT is the widespread use of drugs among youth in the Palestinian society. According to surveys conducted in the last few years (Massad et al. 2016; PNIPH 2017), substance use exists especially among youth, even in socially conservative communities. The reasons behind drug use and drug addiction and abuse, as well as alcohol drinking in the OPT, include the following: 1) To cope with stress, for fun, and out of curiosity; 2) To challenge society, due to the influence of media (especially social media), peer pressure, poverty, unemployment, and chronic and acute exposure to political violence; 3) To increase productivity in an environment of hard-work and long-working hours; 4) The availability and easy access to drugs; 5) Being a wife or a child of someone addicted to drugs; and 6) Myths about the effect of some drugs on improving sexual performance (Massad et al. 2016; PNIPH 2017). “The level of drug use [in the occupied West Bank] today is really scary. It increases day by day. The seriousness of these drugs is like a nuclear bomb; Like dropping a nuclear bomb on a small country” (McQueeney 2017: online).

**Geopolitical Impacts**

The Palestinian people in the OPT have been greatly affected by international migration outside the OPT’s boundaries, and by internal migration among the Palestinian governorates and localities within the OPT. However, movement of people between the West Bank and the Gaza Strip is totally prohibited by the Israeli occupation authorities; movement between the different cities and between the governorates of the West Bank is also restricted due to the presence of hundreds of Israeli checkpoints with dozens of soldiers stationed at each; movement to occupied East Jerusalem is allowed only for women and men who are above 50 and 60 years of age, respectively, or for sick people who hold permits issued by the Israeli occupation authorities; and movement to Israel is allowed only for those who can obtain various kinds of Israeli permits, which is essentially not easy at all.

The Israeli restrictions and closures to enter occupied Jerusalem and to move freely among Palestinian cities and governorates in the OPT due to the closures and hundreds of checkpoints among the Palestinian governorates and localities; the construction of the Israeli
Segregation Wall (Figure 3; Figure 6); the high rates of unemployment; the enormous deterioration in the standards of living in the OPT; the widening gap between the ones who have and the ones who have not are all important factors that have forced many Palestinians to leave their homes and move to other localities, or to leave the OPT permanently, migrating to other countries in an attempt to find a better life.

**Figure 6:** Map showing the Israeli Segregation Wall (ISW) and the Segregation Zones around and within the occupied West Bank (Salem 2007).
However, it has been difficult to study the external migration due to the lack of comprehensive data, as a result of the Palestinian Authority’s inability to control the borders, because they are fully under the control of the Israeli occupation authorities. It is impossible for the Palestinian Authority to develop any policy for managing the mobility, particularly as Palestinians are not allowed to access the Israeli Ben Gurion Airport in Tel Aviv; because Jordan carefully controls the transit of Palestinians through its territory; and also because Egypt closes its borders with the Gaza Strip. Additionally, circulating within the OPT is extremely difficult because of hundreds of the Israeli check points existing everywhere (EUI, RSCAS, MPC 2013). These extraordinary harsh and inhumane conditions have made the occupied West Bank and the besieged, occupied Gaza Strip big prisons.

Just in the last few years, tens of thousands of Palestinians have already left the OPT to other countries because of the hardships they experienced under the Israeli military occupation, as well as due to the lack of any opportunities to improve their lives. Internally, according to the PCBS data, the percentage of Palestinians who changed their place of residence during the period 2000–2004 was 3.3% of the total population, where most of them moved from rural areas to cities (PCBS 2005a; PCBS 2005c). This is roughly equal to more than 100,000 people. Just between 2005 and 2009 roughly 33,000 Palestinians left permanently the OPT (PCBS 2011; EUI, RSCAS, and MPC 2013). On the other hand, one of the advantages of the Oslo Agreement is that it allowed the return of around 100,000 dispersed Palestinians to the OPT in the 1990s. However, the political impasse, the security chaos, and the worsening of socioeconomic conditions have led, in the 2000s, to new waves of outward flows, particularly of young and well-educated individuals.

Since the Israeli Government began the construction of the Segregation Wall (ISW) in 2002 (Figure 3; Figure 6), the Palestinian people have dramatically suffered, especially due to the Wall’s devastating impacts on their lives. As a direct result of the Wall, many Palestinians have been severely suffering, which has resulted in inward and outward migration, loss of jobs, loss of homes, loss of lands, loss of water resources, loss of schools, loss of clinics, poverty, more restrictions on movement of goods and people, etc. The construction of the Wall, with a total length of more than 700 km has also resulted in reduction of access to public services, like emergency healthcare, and it has also impacted, very badly, the educational quality and social relations.

The ISW has affected not only those Palestinians living directly on either side of the Wall, but it has also affected the socioeconomic conditions of many other communities in the OPT, at large. Where the Wall has been constructed, Palestinians have been facing economic hardships to restrictions that limit their movement, and, as a result, are unable to reach their lands to harvest crops, to graze animals, or, at least, to earn a living by reaching a place of employment. Palestinian residents who are close to the Wall have also been cut off from schools, universities, and specialized healthcare centers. Additionally, the Wall has fragmented farms and communities, and has isolated residents from social support networks.

It is worth mentioning that the international community, through the International Court of Justice (ICJ) in The Hague, The Netherlands, and through many other international organizations have strongly condemned the construction of the Wall (ISW). According to the ICJ’s ruling of 9 July 2004 (about two years after the Israeli Government had decided to build the Wall), the ICJ issued the following: “The ICJ concluded that the construction of the Wall
by Israel on Palestinian lands in the Occupied Palestinian Territories is contrary to international law. Accordingly, the ICJ has stated the legal consequences that are to be drawn from that illegality” (UN 2004: online).

One of the most controversial laws that the Knesset (the Israeli Parliament) has recently legislated is what is known as “The Jewish Nation-State Law”. Many observers consider this law as another form of “Apartheid Israel”, which will badly affect, not only the native Palestinian citizens within the state of Israel, but also the native Palestinian citizens in the Occupied Palestinian Territories, because all Palestinians, according to the new law, are considered as “non-Jews”. This represents another form of the Israeli-Zionist racism against the native Palestinians of the land – Historical Palestine. According to Pappé (2018: online),

The Israeli nationality law is now a fact. Its full name is “Israel, the nation state of the Jewish people”. It states that “Eretz Israel” (Historical Palestine) is the homeland of the Jewish people and that the state of Israel is the nation state of the Jewish people. Furthermore, only the Jews have the right to self-determination in Israel. Hebrew is the only official language (until now Arabic was also an official language) and Arabic has a special status, which is undefined in the text of the law. The law defines future Jewish settlements, which some would call colonization, in historical “Eretz Israel” (Israel and the occupied territories) as of supreme national value and vision. It grants religious and national communities the right to maintain a segregated habitat in the state (namely, the practice of having exclusive villages and towns for Jews).  

The new Israeli law does not come in a vacuum, but it is deeply rooted in the ideology of Zionism. Machover (2018: 69 – Abstract) commented on this by asking,

How can Zionism claim that Israel is the nation-state of the Jewish people, since the only attribute shared by all Jews is Judaism, a religion and not an attribute of nationhood in any modern sense of the word? Jews can belong to various nations—a Jew may be French, American, Indian, Argentinean, and so forth—but being Jewish excludes other religious affiliations.

Conclusions and Recommendations

This article has focused on the geopolitical challenges, complexities, and future uncertainties in the Occupied Palestinian Territories (OPT), with the consideration of some perspectives related to the OPT’s land and population. The geopolitical impacts of the Israeli occupation of the Palestinian Territories since 1967, and the Jewish settlements and the Israeli Segregation Wall that are illegally built in violation of international law are investigated in this study. This is in relation to some important issues, including human and socio-economic trends, with the focus on marital status, housing, education, and health. The Israeli activities in the OPT (such as the building of Jewish settlements, the construction of the Segregation Wall, the demolitions of Palestinian homes, the confiscation of Palestinian lands, the presence of hundreds of checkpoints, the daily closures, the 13-year blockade on the Gaza Strip since 2007, etc.) have resulted in high population density and overcrowding, as well as
in the lack of harmony in the population’s distribution, and a lot of other problems. These, for instance, include high unemployment and poverty rates, as well as high rates of inward and outward migration. The division of the occupied West Bank into three geopolitical zones (Area A, Area B, and Area C); the isolation of East Jerusalem from the West Bank and the Gaza Strip; the isolation of the West Bank from the Gaza Strip; and the isolation of the West Bank and Gaza Strip from Israeli proper behind the Green Line; as well as the total control of the Israeli occupation authorities on the entries to the OPT (Gaza Strip and West Bank, including East Jerusalem) have made the OPT a big prison for more than 5.1 million people.

Based on the data available, and the arguments, investigations, and analyses presented in this study, the following recommendations are suggested, so that they might be taken into serious consideration by decision makers, researchers, academicians, and national and international organizations who/which are concerned with the Palestinian Question, for the sake of: 1) Well-being of the Palestinian people living in the OPT under the Israeli occupation since 1967; and 2) Just peace in the Middle East’s region that should recognize the political, human, and civil rights of the Palestinian people in a sovereign Palestinian state on the territories occupied in June 1967, with East Jerusalem as its capital, according to international law. The recommendations are as follows:

1) Urban development plans should take into consideration the increasingly high population density in the refugee camps and should create plans for improving the living conditions in those camps, without compromising on the “Right of Return” for the Palestinian refugees (ancestors and descendants) to their lands and homes in Historical Palestine; i.e. to where they (ancestors) used to live prior to the establishment of the state of Israeli in 1948. This is in full agreement with the United Nations’ General Assembly’s Resolution 194, as discussed above.

2) Define acceptable population growth rates and put development plans for communities, while studying and considering the positive and negative impacts on the environment, economy, and sustainable development programs in the OPT.

3) Intensify the creation of community housing projects for young couples and households with limited incomes, in order to decrease the housing density.

4) Intensify the job creation’s programs in the rural areas, in order to minimize the internal migration from rural to urban areas.

5) Create job programs to reduce unemployment and poverty rates, which would help reduce rates of external migration, especially among young people and experienced professionals, considering the fact that the lack of employment is the primary cause for migration.

6) Encourage the infrastructure and plans for development, including plans of creating a large number of job opportunities.

7) Increase the support for development of the educational system and institutions, especially the secondary, vocational, and higher education, particularly through digitization (Salem 2020). Also, provide the opportunity for Palestinians to continue their education in the OPT at considerably lower costs.
8) Encourage scientific research at the Palestinian universities and research institutions, for the sake of improving the living conditions of the Palestinian people, based on future plans and strategies.
9) Hire the right persons for the right jobs, based on qualifications (education, experience, and skills) aside from interventions from individuals and/or institutions and aside from the influences of tribes and political parties and factions, which can guarantee better production, quantitatively and qualitatively.
10) Encourage and support the capacity building and technology transfer programs.
11) Strengthen the public health infrastructure and integrate fragmented health services to unify data reporting for successive health and nutritional assessments.
12) Improve primary healthcare through digitization processes, through developing information and data collection strategies, and through the creation of a uniform national reporting structure to identify and monitor disease trends and their associated risk factors (Salem 2020).
13) Update the immunization programs and increase the capacity for controlling and treating diseases.
14) Provide health education and easily understandable health information, as well as protection and treatment tools for the communities throughout the OPT, especially with the focus on the current outbreak of the Coronavirus disease (COVID-19).
15) Build and develop institutional structures to take responsibility of public development and investment and to increase the quality and scope of the services provided.
16) Increase investments in human resources and services, as well as in education, healthcare, housing, agriculture, water, energy (especially renewable), and other sectors as well.
17) Work on increasing environmental awareness programs, with respect to air, water, soil, and noise pollution, as well as to waste management programs, based on the “Principle of the Three Environmental Rs” (Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle).
18) Work with international organizations to lift the continued blockade since 2007, and to end the military siege enforced by the Israeli occupation authorities on more than two million people living miserably in the Gaza Strip.
19) Work with international organizations to enforce international law and prevent the Israeli occupation authorities from confiscating more Palestinian lands and also from building more illegal Jewish settlements, the illegal Israeli Segregation Wall, and other similar walls around the West Bank and the Gaza Strip.
20) Work with international organizations to end the “Apartheid System” implemented by the Israeli occupation authorities in the Occupied Palestinian Territories.
21) Work with international organizations to put an end for the Israeli policies of demolitions of Palestinian homes, communities, villages, offices, and infrastructures.
22) Combat the increased use of illicit drugs and alcohol, based on the fact that the level of drugs’ use in the OPT today is really scary, as it has reached unprecedented levels.
23) Combat financial and political corruption, nepotism, favouritism, abuse of position, political and family considerations, bribery, smuggling, and theft, as well as oppression, resulting from the lack of transparency and justice in Palestinian institutions. Such wrongdoings are clearly observed when it comes to, for instance, employment in the public sector. For instance, AMAN (2013) listed examples of the haemorrhaging of public funds
in Palestinian municipalities in the West Bank and details of the total debt of the Palestinian Authority’s treasury to the municipalities and water authorities which stands at about NIS one billion (NIS: New Israeli shekels – the locally used currency), which equals to approximately USD 300 million, accumulated between 1996 and 2012 (AMAN 2013). In addition, there is continued misuse of the Government’s vehicles and other properties by employees, along with suspicions related to other issues (Ramahi 2013; AMAN 2013; AMAN 2015; AMAN 2016; AMAN 2017).

24) Put an end to the exploitation and greed of the banks and large companies for citizens, such as the companies of telecommunications and others that earn billions of dollars every year at the expense of poor citizens. Such behaviours are often supported by the Palestinian Government and the Palestinian Authority, especially in the absence of oversight by a legislative council or any other oversight body (see, for instance, Salem 2020).

25) Call, soon, for free and democratic elections for the Palestinian National Council, the Palestinian Legislative Council, and the Palestinian Presidency, electronically and transparently. Such elections must take into account the participation of all Palestinians in the electoral processes. These must include the Palestinians within the Occupied Palestinian Territories (the West Bank, including East Jerusalem, and the Gaza Strip) and Palestinians in Diaspora outside the OPT.

26) Ensure freedom of expression and freedom of opinion for all Palestinians, and release all Palestinian political prisoners.

Notes:
1. Further details on the “Question of Palestine” are given in the section entitled “Historical Background”.

2. Pappé, Ilan (2018) warns the world by saying that, “International support for racism in Historical Palestine is only going to add fuel to the fire.” To learn more about the main points of the new law, see Pappé (2018).
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